What are
your
goals?
Live Class Planner

Don’t let the quarantine restrictions let
you lose sight of your goals.

Find your pathway to a happier and healthier body through the correct combination of
our classes, taking into consideration the time of the day and the intensity of the class
to reach your specific goals.

Ballet and ballet based exercise is as individual as you want to make it.
Specialised, approachable, challenging.
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Build Muscle and Firm
Monotony of exercise can often lead to a lack of
motivation and prevents your body from being
challenged and pushed to new limits. This
combination of classes is demanding and
stimulating in a way that will make you discover
and activate muscle groups you have not worked
before.
Your recommended weekly classes:
●
●
●

●

Core Pilates and Stretch ( x 3 )
Body Works Master Class ( x 2 )
Absolute Beginners
&
Beginners Ballet ( x 2 )
The Russian Workout ( x 1 )

Build Muscle and Firm
Possible Combinations of Classes for your day
09:00 am

Core Pilates and Stretch

06:00 pm

Body Work

( with Ekaterina, Grisha or Naomi )
( with Kirill )

OR
10:00 am

Absolute Beginners Ballet

01:15 pm

01.15 PM: The Russian Workout

( with Naomi )
( with Kamila/Marianne )

Results:
If followed consistently, this programme will help you find new strength in your body and develop
new skills. Gradually you will complete difficult movements and combinations with ease and your
body will begin to reflect that.

Fat Burn
Exercise without results can become demotivating. If you
want an invigorating new program to transform your form
with lasting effects, this exercise plan is for you.

Your recommended weekly classes:
●
●
●
●

The Russian Workout ( x 3 )
Intermediate Ballet ( x 4 ) with Kirill or
Ekaterina for intensity of exercise
Body Work ( x 3 )
Core Pilates and Stretch (x 3)

Fat Burn
Possible Combinations of Classes for your day
09:00 am

The Russian Workout

12:00 pm

Intermediate Ballet

06:00 pm

Core Pilates and Stretch

( with Kamila/Marianne )
( with Ekaterina)
( with Grisha )

OR
01:15 pm

Body Work

( with Kirill )

06:00 pm

Intermediate Ballet

( with Kirill )

Results:
If followed consistently in line with a healthy lifestyle, this programme will help you to
burn fat in a healthy and non-strenuous way, allowing you to focus on your fitness and
enjoy feeling better.

Tone and Sculpt
Learn how to specifically target each muscle group
to lengthen and strengthen.
Wake your body and rediscover tough but
rewarding workouts and classes.
Your recommended weekly classes:

●

●
●

Body Work Advanced
&
Master Class ( x 3 )
Core Pilates OR Russian Workout (x 3 )
Beginners OR Intermediate Ballet (x 2 )

Tone and Sculpt
Possible Combinations of Classes for your day
01:15 pm

Body Work

06:00 pm

Core Pilates and Stretch

( with Kirill )
( with Grisha )

OR
12:00 pm

Intermediate Ballet

06:00 pm

06:00 PM: Body Work

( with Ekaterina )
( with Kirill )

Results:
If followed consistently, this programme will lead to a refined physique, increased
control of the core and back, as well as lengthened and defined muscles.

Endurance + Conditioning
Find a new approach for your body to gain strength and develop your stamina.
This dynamic muscle education programme has cardio elements, challenging your endurance and
enhancing your fitness level.
Your recommended weekly classes:

●
●
●
●

Your Chosen Level Ballet ( x 3 )
Body Work Advanced ( x 2 )
Core Pilates and Stretch ( x 3 )
Russian Workout ( x 3 )

Endurance + Conditioning
Possible Combinations of Classes for your day
09:00 am

Core Pilates and Stretch

06:00 pm

Body Work

( with Ekaterina )
( with Kirill )

OR
09:00 am

The Russian Workout

07:00 pm

Beginners Ballet

( with Marianne)
( with Kirill )

Results:
If followed consistently, this programme will improve your stamina and endurance allowing you to
increase your workload and duration of exercise at one time. Expect to gradually find physical
activity less strenuous and more exciting as you feel your body respond to being pushed.

Flexibility
Ignoring flexibility can become an injury causing
error. With the recommended workout programme,
you will stretch and sculpt your body increasing
your own flexibility, muscle strength and alignment
of the spine, challenging your endurance and
enhancing your fitness level.
Your recommended weekly classes:

●
●
●
●

Absolute Beginners Ballet ( x 1 )
Body Work ( x 2 )
Core Pilates and Stretch ( x 3 )
Russian Workout ( x 2 )

Flexibility
Possible Combinations of Classes for your day
10:00 am

Core Pilates and Stretch

( with Naomi )

02:00 pm

Absolute Beginners Ballet

( with Kamila )

OR
01:15 pm

Body Work

( with Kirill )

06:00 pm

Absolute Beginners Ballet

( with Kirill )

Results:
If followed consistently, this programme will lead to the ability to use and release specific muscles,
a softening of the body and relief from stiffness and rigid movement.

Wellbeing and Energy
Keeping fit doesn’t mean you must have strict
goals and high expectations for yourself.
Sometimes we just need to listen to our
bodies and find the right balance for our
individual goals.
Your recommended weekly classes:

●
●
●
●

Absolute Beginners Ballet ( x 1 )
Body Work ( x 1 )
Core Pilates and Stretch ( x 1 )
Russian Workout ( x 1 )

Wellbeing + Energy
Possible Combinations of Classes for your day
09:00 am

The Russian Workout

12:00 pm

Intermediate Ballet

06:00 pm

Core Pilates and Stretch

(with Kamila/Marianne)
( with Ekaterina)
( with Grisha )

OR
01:15 pm

Body Work

( with Kirill )

06:00 pm

Intermediate Ballet

(with Kirill )

Results:
Not all exercise needs to be a race for result!

The Ballet Challenge
The Ballet Burn :

Introduction to Ballet:
Take this opportunity to discover the world
of ballet on your own terms, and no
pressure at all.

Train like a professional ballet dancer and feel
the full effects on your body and wellbeing.

Guided by our exceptional teachers, we will
help you build a solid foundation and give
you the confidence to move forward.

This recommended plan is for those wanting to
challenge themselves to the demanding
workload full-time dancers and students take to
stay in top form and continue progressing.

This weekly outline of classes is the ideal
introduction to discovering ballet:

This weekly outline of classes is the ideal
introduction to discovering ballet:

●
●
●
●

Absolute Beginners Ballet ( x 3 )
Body Work ( x 1 )
Core Pilates and Stretch ( x 1 )
Russian Workout ( x 2 )

●

Intermediate Ballet ( x 6 )

●

Body Work Advanced ( x 2 )

●

Russian Workout ( x 2 )

Nutrition
No exercise plan is complete without a guideline for recommended nutrition choice for optimum results from your exercise
plan. Without the pressure of a diet, try to be mindful of the ‘fuel’ your body is running on, especially if you are embarking
on a demanding exercise plan with us.

Fruit + Veg

Friendly
Proteins + Carbs

Water

Feeling up to a challenge?

Follow one chosen exercise plan and
win a discount code for your next Live
Stream class package!

1.
2.
3.

Choose a goal and schedule.
Document yourself throughout
your journey towards your goal

Complete 2 weeks following one
chosen schedule for you goal

Complete checklist and submit
to info@classicalballet.org,
and receive a Discount Code
for your next Live Stream
purchase as a reward!

3,000 active clients
discovering Ballet Fitness for their mind and body

Are You Ready?
Environment

Learn and improve!

Make space and ﬁnd
your mat or barre

1
Plan
Choose the type and
the exercise schedule

2

Enjoy the practice
and its beneﬁts

3
Warm-up
To reduce any risk
of injuries

4

Streaming Lessons

Find & Book your Live Stream classes:
https://classes.classicalballet.org/liveclasses/

Have fun!
Do you have any questions?
info@classicalballet.org
02074980498
classses.classicalballet.org/liveclasses

Instagram

Facebook

Twitter
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